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Chapter: 507
“Hoho, don’t mess around? I’ll take off your clothes and see if you can put
it on.”
“That is, the boss of a small lighting company, who is not even a fart in our
eyes, dare to offend us? I don’t know how to write death words!”
“Sisters, don’t talk nonsense, just do it, take off her clothes, and then record
the video as her handle, otherwise this bitch will definitely tell us about us.”
When other people heard this sentence, their expressions changed slightly.
Yeah, these things are not visible in the society. Once Chu Fei spread it out
and their partners knew about it, their lives would be ruined.
For insurance, they must kill Chu Fei this potential threat!
So what is the safest way? It must be to pull Chu Fei into the water, so as to
ensure their safety.
For a while, green light appeared in their eyes and sneered, but they
surrounded Chu Fei.
For a while, Chu Fei was in extreme danger, and she began to regret it a
little bit. Why didn’t she call Lin Ziming on the phone just now!
At this time she saw Sister Hong and quickly asked for help: “Sister Hong,
help me, my husband is here, just wait for me downstairs, I have to go
down.”
However, Sister Hong didn’t take care of her. She just looked at her
indifferently, even with some anger, and said: “Chu Fei, I just invited you
here because you are a good person. In the end, you are a little bit angry.
Don’t give me face, and even said that I am a profligate woman, without a
moral bottom line? If this is the case, then you wait for everyone’s
sanctions!”
Chu Fei immediately panicked, and she quickly apologized: “Sister Hong, I
was wrong. I didn’t mean that! Please let me go. I promise I won’t tell your
affairs! I don’t know anything about tonight. Have you been here, is it okay?
Please, sister Hong.”
It’s a pity that Sister Hong ignored her at all and turned her face aside.
Because of Sister Hong’s indifference, other people no longer had scruples,
and they all showed malicious smiles and began to surround Chu Fei.
Chu Fei panicked completely, turned and ran.
It’s a pity that she was already trapped, and she was a weak woman who had
no power to resist. She was caught right now. She desperately tried to
struggle and there was no way to move. No, it’s just lamb to be slaughtered.
“Please don’t do this, I really don’t mean to laugh at you!”
“Sister Hong, save me, I promise not to tell you what happened tonight,
even my husband won’t say…”
“My husband is the chairman of Ziqiong Media. He is very powerful. If he
knew that you bullied me like this, the consequences would be very
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serious!”
Chu Fei yelled loudly, panicked, really scared.
Her last words caught the attention of some people, “What? This bitch’s
husband is the chairman of Michelle Media? This is a big man.”
“What should I do? Is it really going to let her go?”
Many people looked at Sister Hong for advice.
Sister Hong said disdainfully: “Listen to her, her husband is called Lin
Ziming, she’s just a son-in-law, she’s useless, she doesn’t use her ass.”
When the others heard this, they were relieved, and then they were ready to
do it.
However, just when Chu Fei was about to suffer a murderous hand,
suddenly the door was violently kicked open.
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